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Abstract
The usefulness of probability for daily life, the way in which probability reasoning support decision
making and the instrumental role of probability in various curricular areas and professional work has
been stated by several authors. In this work we present the semiotic conflicts of an exploratory study
with 120 Portuguese secondary school students (ages from 15 to 17) in the northern Portugal, in the
academic year 2013/2014, in solving two problems that involve the use of conditional probability,
events independence, total probability and Bayes theorems. The Onto-Semiotic Approach was
adopted in order to identify and describe the semiotic conflicts that arose in the answers of the
students in a survey. The survey was presented in a 50-minute class and had 11 multiple choice
questions and students were asked to write the reasons of their choice. In this paper we analyse the
answers to questions 4 (based on absolute frequencies) and 9 (based on relative frequencies), and
both of them were designed to detect the semiotic conflicts of the students’ answers that are
mentioned in the literature. As a result, the semiotic conflicts described in the literature were identified
and analysed in order to support a plan proposal for classroom approach and its further research.
Keywords: Probability, probability reasoning, students, semiotic conflicts.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Program of Mathematics Applied to Social Sciences (abbreviated as MASS, [1]) is structured over
two years of secondary education in four major themes: graph models; population models; probability
models and introduction to statistical inference. In this work, we only focus the probability models. The
theoretical framework adopted – in the line with the Spanish and Portuguese researches in teaching
and learning of statistics – is the Onto-Semiotic Approach (OSA). In this work we highlight the notion
of semiotic conflict defined as “any disparity or difference of interpretation between the meanings
attributed to an expression by two subjects (people or institutions)” [2]. This work is part of a broader
research and has a qualitative nature and its paradigm is the interpretative one [3]. Its main objective
is to promote students' learning in probability models and, in the first stage of the research, the aim
was to identify and understand their difficulties in the topics of conditional probabilities, joint
probabilities, total probability theorem and Bayes theorem. In this study we focus on MASS probability
content a survey was built to detect the semiotic conflicts of the theme. In this way, this paper
contributes to answer the question “what are the semiotic conflicts of students in the topic of
probabilities in MASS?”
The concepts of conditioned probability, joint probability, total probability and Bayes' theorem in
Portugal are taught only in the secondary education. However, several studies (e.g. [4, 5]) state that it
would be more appropriate to start teaching them earlier. Also in Portugal, the results reported by
Correia et al. [6] and Correia and Fernandes [7] about the concepts of conditioned probabilities that
students of the 9th grade (age 15), are encouraging and those researches envisage the possibility to
introduce these concepts in the Portuguese 9th grade. In addition, for several authors, including
Batanero et al. [8], it is important to understand and to apply the concept of conditional probability in
daily life as well as in the professional one. This concept is of important, as it is the basis for other
contents, such as joint probability and independence [9]. Fernandes [10] detected that students had
been taught the probabilities contents were not distinguished from those who were not in what
respects to the errors presented in counterintuitive probabilistic situations. Nonetheless, already in
1984, Fischbein and Gazit [11] showed that for the students is more difficult to compute the conditional
probability in experiments without replacement than in experiments with replacement. In what joint
probability is concerned, one of the most common errors is the error of the conjunction fallacy [12] in
which the students consider the joint probability, P(A∩B), to be bigger to each of its elements
constituents, i.e., P(A∩B) > P(A) or P(A∩B) > P(B).
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In other works, the concepts of conditional probability and joint probability are among those who lead
students to misconceptions [e.g. 4, 5]. The students do not clearly distinguish the meanings of
conditioned probabilities, P(A | B), and joint probability, P(A∩B) [13] and this confusion emerges when
it is necessary to interpret statements with these two different probabilities. These difficulties were also
observed in other more recent studies [6, 15]. Polaki [14] refers that defining the sample space of
composite experiences was another difficulty shown by the students. An additional difficulty is to
distinguish between a conditional probability, P(A│B), and its transpose, P(B│A) [16], this error is
known as the fallacy of the transposed. These difficulties were also reported in the context of higher
education students in Diaz [17, p.354 and p.374] and in secondary school students in Fernandes et al.
[18]. Also in the researches of Díaz and Batanero [19] and of Díaz et al. [20], the fallacy of the time
axis inversion was also reported, and it involves in the fact that students do not admit the possibility
that the conditioning event may occur after the conditioned event. As reported [e.g. 19, 20] that
difficulty is due to adherence to a deterministic view that the probability of something that occurs
afterwards cannot influence something that occurred before. Fernandes et al. [18] found those errors
in Portuguese students of the 12th grade (age 17), as well as those resulting from them in the
application of the total probability theorem or using the Bayes' theorem. In higher education students,
these difficulties have also been reported by Silva and Nascimento [21]. According to Díaz et al. [20],
in 1992 Totohasina concluded that using a double entry table makes it difficult to perceive the
sequential nature of some problems, since only the intersection of events is visible, which may lead
students to confuse conditional probability with joint probability. Thus, the use of a tree scheme is
preferable to solve such problems. Gigerenzer and Hoffrage [22] suggest that calculations in Bayesian
problems are easier when the information is given as absolute frequencies rather than as a
percentage. In this work the aim was to make an exploratory study about the students’ semiotic
conflicts in the topic of probabilities in MASS shown in the answers of two questions 4 (based on
absolute frequencies) and 9 (based on relative frequencies) of a survey built on this topic.
The theoretical framework was the Onto-Semiotic Approach (OSA) as it allows the knowledge
produced systematization and the need to obtain a clear vision of the concepts that may exist in our
perceptions [23]. The OSA is a theoretical framework that integrates several approaches and models
used in mathematics teaching and learning research, starting from anthropological and semiotic
assumptions about this teaching and of didactic principles of the constructivist and interactionist type
for the study of teaching and learning processes [2, 24]. In summary, this work uses the concept of
semiotic conflict to categorize students' learning difficulties – semiotic conflicts detected from their
previous learning – didactic trajectory – didactic intervention – using applets – mediator object in order
to overcome them. In OSA, starting from the problem situation, theoretical concepts of practice,
objects and personal and intentional meanings are defined to make visible the facets of mathematics,
as well as the personal and institutional genesis of knowledge as well as their interrelationships [2]. A
semiotic conflict is defined “[as] any disparity or difference in interpretation between the meanings
attributed to an expression by two subjects (people or institutions)” [2] in that way they are
interpretations of mathematical expressions by students who are not in agreement with those that the
teacher wishes to communicate them. The OSA authors argue that these semiotic conflicts – that are
at the origin of the errors of the students – are not due to lack of knowledge, but to an incorrect
interpretation of mathematical expressions or of what the teacher intends them to learn. In this work
using the theoretical framework of OSA – answering one of the challenges of Batanero [25] – this work
aims to identify the semiotic conflicts in students’ learning of probabilities in Portuguese secondary
education. Thus, OSA is used in the analysis of students' difficulties in probabilities. The types of
mathematical objects (problems, language ...), and the cognitive facets (extensive-intensive,
ostensive-not ostensive ...) will characterize institutional meanings (responses to problems elaborated
from an expert point of view), as well as the personal meanings of the students [e.g. 2, 24].

2

METHODOLOGY

This work has a qualitative nature and its paradigm is the interpretative one since we are trying to
understand the semiotic conflicts of the students [3]. We identified the difficulties and errors of the
students in the subject of probabilities taught in secondary education and MASS: conditional
probability, joint probability, total probability, and Bayes theorems, based on the semiotic conflicts
shown in the students answers. To do it a survey was built and 120 students tested it at Portuguese
Mathematics A of the 12th grade (age 17) and at the Portuguese MASS 11th grade (ages 16 and 17),
from three secondary schools in the northern interior of Portugal, after the teaching of the probabilities
chapter. The survey was answered in a 50-minute class and had 11 multiple-choice questions, with
items. The students had to choose the correct answer from four presented hypotheses, and had to
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write the reasons of their choice – resolution and computations. The contents covered in all the
questions of the survey and the context of the questions are summarized in Table 1. In this work, we
present the analysis to the answers to questions 4 and 9. Both multiple-choice answers were written
taking in consideration the possible semiotic conflicts that might rise (or not). In addition, question 4
was based on the absolute frequencies (counts) and question 9 was based on the relative frequencies
(percentages), as reported in literature [22]. The students' answers analysis and the results will be
presented in the next paragraph tables. Finally, the percentages differences test was performed (pvalue computed) in order to statistically validate the answers percentages in the items of questions 4
and 9.
Table 1. Content and context of the survey questions.
Survey Questions

Context
Bag/box
with balls

Cards

Classical definition of
probability

1.a)

2.a)

Joint probability

4.b)

Content

Coins

Dice

Real world
problem

8.b)
9.b)

Mutually exclusive events

3

2×2 table

8.a)

Conditional prob.

1.b), 4.a)

2.b), 2.c)

8.c)

Events independency

3.

Theorem of total
probability

4.c)

9.a), 9.c),
10., 11.a)

Bayes’ theorem

4.d)

9.d), 11.b)

5.

7.

8.d)

6.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The semiotic conflicts found will be mentioned as: C1 - conflict not to identify that this is a random
experiment without replacement; C2 - conflict when considering joint probabilities as conditional
probabilities; C3 - conflict when considering the conditioned probability as being the conditioned
probability transposed; C4 - conflict by not identifying that the conditioning event may occur after
conditioning.

3.1

Question 4

Fig. 1 presents question 4 and Table 2 presents the analysis of question 4 summarizing its contents,
aims, and the semiotic conflicts of the items answers options. In order to analyse this question the
events were considered: B1: "The first ball extracted is white"; B2: "The second extracted ball is white";
P1: "The first ball drawn is black"; P2: "The second extracted ball is black".

Figure 1. Question 4
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Table 2. Analysis of question 4: contents, aims, and semiotic conflicts of the options
4.a)

Conditional

[17, p. 228]

probability

4.b)

Joint

[21]

probability

4.c)
[26]

Total
probability
theorem

4.d)

Bayes

[27, p. 305]

theorem

Change the sample space
of a random experience and
then apply the classical
definition of probability

(A) C1
(B) C2
(C) Correct answer
(D) C3
(A) C1

Applying the definition of
joint probability for two
events

(B) Confusion between !(!! ∩ !! ) and !(!! ∩ !! )
(C) Correct answer
(D) C2
(A) Correct answer

Using absolute frequencies
applying the theorem

Using absolute frequencies,
compute probabilities using
the theorem

(B) C1
(C) C2
(D) C4
(A) Correct answer
(B) C2
(C) C4
(D) C3

Regarding answers to question 4a (Table 3) 75% of the students answered correctly (Fig. 2, left), and
10% of the students showed semiotic conflict C1 since students did not identify the random
experiment as a random experiment without replacement. The remaining students C2 semiotic conflict
was also detected since they did not identify the conditional probabilities but they considered them as
joint probabilities, as well as C3 semiotic conflict (Fig. 2, right) since students did not identify the
conditioned probability asked, but considered it as being the conditioned probability transposed.
Table 3. Analysis of question 4a
Option

Count (%)

Correct answer

90 (75)

Does not identify that is a random experience without
replacement (C1)

12 (10)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but
considered it as joint probabilities (C2)

8 (7)

Does not identify the conditioned probability asked, but as
being the conditioned probability transposed (C3)

10 (8)

Total

120 (100)

Figure 2. Correct answer (left) and C3 semiotic conflict (right)

In answers to question 4.b (Table 4) 74% of the students answered correctly and 13% of the students
showed again that the C1 semiotic conflict since students did not identify the random experiment as a
random experiment without replacement (C1).
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Table 4. Analysis of question 4b
Option

Count (%)

Correct answer

89 (74)

Does not identify that is a random experience without replacement (C1)

15 (13)

Does not identify the elements needed to calculate the probability
Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but considered it as joint
probabilities (C2)
Total

4 (3)
12 (10)
120 (100)

Concerning answers to question 4.c (Table 5) only 38% of the students answered correctly and 18%
of students showed once again the C1. C2 semiotic conflict appeared in 23% answers since students
did not identify the conditional probabilities but they considered them as joint probabilities. Finally,
21% of the students showed C4 semiotic conflict because those students did not identify that the
conditioning event may occur after the conditioned event.
Table 5. Analysis of question 4c
Option

Count (%)

Correct answer

46 (38)

Does not identify that is a random experience without replacement (C1)

21 (18)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but considered it as joint
probabilities (C2)

28 (23)

Does not identify that the conditioning event may occur after conditioning (C4)

25 (21)

Total

120 (100)

In the last item answers question 4.d (Table 6) only 35% of the students answered correctly and 19%
of the students presented C1 semiotic conflict; 25% presented either C2 semiotic conflict, or 21% C4
semiotic conflict.
Table 6. Analysis of question 4d
Option

Count (%)

Correct answer

42 (35)

Does not identify that is a random experience without replacement (C1)

23 (19)

Does not identify the conditioned probability asked, but as being the conditioned
probability transposed (C3)

30 (25)

Does not identify that the conditioning event may occur after conditioning (C4)

25 (21)

Total

3.2

120 (100)

Question 9

Fig. 3 presents question 9 and Table 7 presents the analysis of question 9 summarizing its contents,
aims, and the semiotic conflicts of the items answers options. In order to analyse this question the
events were considered: A: "Payment is made by credit card"; B: "Payment is made by debit card"; C:
"Payment is made in cash"; M: "The payment is more than one hundred euros".
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Figure 3. Question 9

Table 7. Analysis of question 9: contents, aims, and semiotic conflicts of the options

9.b)

Joint

[20]

probability

Applying the definition
of joint probability for
two events

(A) Confusion between P(C) and P(C ∩   M)
(B) C2
(C) Confusion with ! ! ∩ ! = ! ! + ! !
(D) Correct answer
(A) C2

9.c)

Total

[26]

Probability
theorem

9.d)

Bayes

[27, p. 305]

theorem

Using absolute
percentages applying
the theorem

Using percentages,
compute probabilities
using the Bayes
theorem

(B) Confusion between total probability theorem and
partition
(C) Correct answer
(D) Confusion between the event and the opposite
event
(A) C2
(B) Correct answer
(C) C3
(D) C4

In what concerns to answers question 9b (Table 8), only 53% of the students answered correctly and
29% did not identify that were a conditional probabilities but considered it as joint probability (C2). The
other students did another type of error that was not referred to in the literature (Fig. 4, Ca1 on the left
and Ca2 on the right).
Table 8. Analysis of question 9b
Option

Count (%)

Correct answer

63 (53)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but
considered it as simple probability (Ca1)

12 (10)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but
considered it as joint probabilities (C2)

28 (23)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but
considered it as a sum of two simple probabilities (Ca2)

17 (14)

Total

120 (100)
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Figure 4. Wrong answers (Ca1 on the left and Ca2 on the right)

In question 9 item c (Table 9), 31% of the students answered correctly and 29% did not identify that
were a conditional probabilities but considered it as joint probability (C2). As in answers to questions
9b, the remaining students did another type of error that was not referred to in the literature.
Table 9. Analysis of question 9c
Option

Count (%)

Correct answer

37 (31)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but considered it as joint probabilities (C2)

35 (29)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but considered it as a sum of three simple
probabilities

27 (23)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but considered the opposite event

21 (17)

Total

120 (100)

In question 9 item d (Table 10), 30% of the students answered correctly and 27% of the students did
not correctly identify the conditional probability requested, but rather its transpose (C3); 22% did not
identify that the conditioning event could occur after conditioning (C4), and 21% did not identify that is
a conditional probabilities but considered it as joint probabilities (C2).
Table 10. Analysis of question 9d
Option

Count (%)

Option

Count (%)

Correct answer

36 (30)

Does not identify that is a conditional probabilities but considered it as joint probabilities (C2)

25 (21)

Does not identify the conditioned probability asked, but as being the conditioned probability
transposed (C3)

33 (27)

Does not identify that the conditioning event may occur after conditioning (C4)

26 (22)

Comparing the results in both questions (Table 11), the percentage of correct answers decreased.
Concerning the pair of questions 4b-9b the performance of the students was bigger than 50% and the
proportions difference test considers them different, since it is has statically significant difference (pvalue < 0.05). Regarding the two pairs of questions 4c-9c and 4d-9d, the performance of the students
was less than 50% and the proportions difference test considers them equal, i.e., their difference is not
statically significant (p-value > 0.05).
Table 11. Comparing the results in the two questions
Comparing the results in the two questions

Joint probability

Total probability
theorem

Bayes
theorem

Question

4b

9b

4c

9c

4d

9d

Correct answers (%)

74

53

38

31

35

30

p-value for the percentages differences test

0,0003
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0,2056

0,2038

4

CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis of the results, some of the difficulties found were effectively those described in the
literature review. Namely, difficulty in not identifying that it is a random experiment without
replacement (e.g. [6]); difficulty in considering joint probabilities as being conditional probabilities (e.g.
[6]); difficulty in considering the conditioned probability as being the conditional probability transposed
and difficulty in not identifying that the conditioning event may occur after conditioning (e.g. [18]). The
only statistically significant the percentage difference was for the joint probability (Table 11) where
more students correctly answered with data expressed in absolute frequency (counts, question 4d)
than with data expressed in relative frequency (percentages, question 9) [22].
Based on the results, we were able to list the semiotic conflicts in the students’ answers in the topic of
probabilities taught in secondary education: conditional probability, joint probability, total probability,
and Bayes theorems. These conflicts were more or less the same found in the literature [e.g. 5, 11,
12, 13, 14], but in questions 9b and 9c other types of conflict were listed, mainly misinterpretation of
the problem text and of the needed computations. In order to avoid those conflicts would be more
appropriate to start teaching probability concepts in earlier ages [4, 5].
To reinforce this work, we are aware that a bigger number of have to be collected in order to obtain a
more representative sample of the secondary (including MASS) of Portuguese students. This work
was important because it made possible to confirm other researches results and thus supporting a
different design to approach learning to the probability contents using technology.
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